
 

 

 

 

 

 

Powder versus Liquid  

Which gives you a more consistent clean ………. 

Powder that sits on the bottom of a mixing tank is called 

a saturated solution  

When the powder sits on the bottom of tank and the 

mixer is turning not all raw materials are coming into 

solution, this is due to the various raw materials having 

variations in their capacity to dissolve. They don’t all 

dissolve at the same rate.  

Each of raw materials used in the powder has different 

saturation levels.   

That’s why a saturated powder has a wider titration 

variance of 40-60 drops. This is 20 drops variance and is 

why it’s not a consistent solution – you will get variation 

in your wash  

At Castle – we believe this inconsistency of the saturated 

solution requires a different approach, just like our tag 

line “different … better” we have formulated & promoted 

a powder that dissolves at our suggested concentration.  

When using the Castle’s mixing tank the powder 

dissolves into the water and is more consistent (just like 

using a liquid chemical)  

We have a range of 4-9 drops -   5 point variance - It’s 

more stable and you get a more consistent clean for your 

customers.  Liquids will give you a more 

consistent clean than powder that sits on 

the bottom of the tank.  

 

 

Ceramic Turbo Shine 

Formulated with a polymeric silica base, that forms a 

ceramic glass-like barrier, bonding fully with glass, 

chrome, rubber, plastic, and paint. 

Resists dirt, bird droppings and debris making it easier to 

clean, every time! 

Protects your exterior by reflecting harmful UV rays 

Produces an ultimate sheen with a new like feel.  

Used in Self Serve, Automatics and Tunnels 

Testimonial: being used in self serve bays:   Thanks for 

following up. It is doing great, I tested it in my two cars 

and it is quite good!  The cars stay clean for days, it repels 

dust and water.  My wife drove about 100 km on the 

highway, and not even bugs got stuck into the paint 

area.  Both cars are still glossy, very good stuff.  From 

Oscar 

                               ISO 9001 QMS  

One problem our industry has is there is no one 

policing what chemical manufacturers are supplying. 

It’s up to the chemical companies to be honest and 

ethical and keep in line with GHS legislation  

At Castle we manufacture under ISO 9001 Quality 

Management System - guaranteeing what we 

manufacture complies with industry standards. 

 

 

Different.... Better 



 

 

 

       

Castle guarantee’s you that our chemical cost per 

vehicle is lower than using imported product from 

USA. Time after time we have proven this. Castle 

manufacture quality car wash chemical at affordable 

prices.  We will supply trial chemical for 1 week.  We 

will show you usage rates on your existing product 

and Castle’s. Savings have been up to 25% on most 

products  

Have our service division talk with 

you about our cost savings on 

servicing and maintenance 

programs. 

Phone Phil Bowden on 0437 973079 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disinfect inside your vehicle 

     misting it through your fragrance machine   

FIGHTBAC 

5ltr and 25ltr  

Dilute 1:20  

TGA approved  

Kills Covid 19, dwell time 10 minutes 

 

 

  

Chemical Awareness Training  

Does your staff use PPE gear when handling 

chemicals????  

Section 8 on the SDS will show you what to wear 

Castle Chemicals eLearning is here!  

We are pleased to introduce the arrival of our 

new online training platform, Castle eLearn, 

online training is a valuable and cost effective 

method for Castle customers, providing 

continuous education, safety and overall 

productivity enhancement. Castle eLearn gives 

our customers the option to complete the 

‘Castle’s Chemical Awareness Training’ online. 

This is beneficial for a number of reasons, 

including: 

1. Convenience – Castle eLearn allows you 
to learn from work or home.  

2. Castle eLearn is quick and can be 
completed 24/7, saving time and money.  

3. Immediate – Delivery over the Internet 
enables Castle eLearn to begin with just a 
click of the mouse, or touch of a screen.  

4. Self-Directed – Employees can learn at 
their own pace and maintain control of 
learning.  

5. Device Friendly: Castle eLearn is mobile 
and tablet friendly.  

6. Certificates are issued  on completion of 
a  short test 

 

 

 

If you have any questions or would like to know more please contact  

Brad Barrack:   Mobile: 0418 683243    Email bradb@castlechem.cpm.au 

New improved WALL CLEAN quickly dissolves common 

soils that appear on self serve, Auto and tunnel walls.  

QUICK ACTION .  APPLY  & HIGH PRESSURE RINSE OFF 


